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The Redaction Trilogy
Barbara Dawson, Director, The Hugh Lane Gallery

The astonishing rate of change brought about by new developments in
digital technologies is presenting us with a vast range of powers in global
communication and influence. This could not have been imagined twenty
years ago. The question is: now that we have these powerful tools of persuasion and manipulation, what exactly do they do? Who is orchestrating
their use and for what? The disturbing ability to skulk in plain sight, to
be open to the highest bidder and to choreograph the dissemination of
specific data to great effect are very impressive but increasingly alarming.
Such growth in commodified communication without legal barriers is
inevitably corrupting the very democracies that have enabled its growth.
The Redaction Trilogy by Kennedy Browne traces a quasi-history of
societal change brought about through technological progress over the
last two decades. Developing scripts through a distinctive collaborative
process of redaction, from sources such as online forums and business
biographies, the work explores the impact of digital technologies on
labour and politics. The trilogy further highlights the mythologising of
heroes of technological advancement, and their impacts on the social
behaviour, privacy and civil rights of the twenty-first-century citizen.
Through the filtering of this familiar material, Kennedy Browne brings us
closer to the abstractions of geopolitical strategies and the digital machinations of neoliberal capitalism, revealing the subtle ways these potencies
structure our experiences.
When Max Schrems, the Austrian privacy activist, brought a case
against Facebook and a complaint to the Irish Data Protection Commissioner a few years ago, only a handful of journalists and artists paid any
attention to such legal bureaucracy. However, post-Trump and Brexit this

has become a critical story affecting everyone. We now live in a time of data
gathering by third parties without clear disclosure or consent, even though
the practice has been ruled unlawful by the European Court of Justice.1
It is like the Wild West.
The Redaction Trilogy comprises three installations. The first of these,
How Capital Moves (2010), originally commissioned for the Łódź Biennale, Poland, is partly a response to a computer factory relocating to Łódź
from Limerick, Ireland. The project condenses rumours, speculations and
actual events gathered from an online discussion forum of employees at
‘The Company’.
In 2012 Kennedy Browne produced The Myth of the Many in the One
and in 2013 The Wonder Years. A rocking-horse, a dismantled crib and
a collection of books about Napoleon – reconstructions of emblematic
objects in the childhood formation stories of entrepreneurs such as Jeff
Bezos and Bill Gates – highlight and problematise the myths surrounding
boy prodigies who grow up to be Silicon Valley founders.
The third installation, Real World Harm (2018), stages a thought
experiment concerned with contested rights to privacy for online and
actual citizenship. A 360-degree video set in a town in the Irish midlands
is accessed via Oculus Go, a virtual-reality headset created by the very
technology implicated in the concerns of the project.
The Redaction Trilogy’s perspective slants away from intended uses
and expected outcomes and reveals the incongruities of the long-standing
assumptions and myths that have governed our lives. It challenges us to
criticise the use of pervasive technology and debate its future uses.
Hugh Lane Gallery is delighted to present the first solo museum
exhibition in Ireland by the collaborative practice of Kennedy Browne.
This exhibition serves as a critical milestone in the career of these artists
as their practice enters its fifteenth year.

1 The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR) is a regulation in EU law
on data protection and privacy for all individual citizens of the European Union (EU) and the
European Economic Area (EEA). It also addresses the transfer of personal data outside the EU
and EEA areas.
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Amy L. Powell

Real World Harm
and Kennedy
Browne’s Artefacts
of the Present

Barb Jewett at Blue Waters, National
Center for Supercomputing Applications,
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA. Kennedy Browne
research visit, 2018. Courtesy NCSA

How do we confront the wide-reaching effects of multinational technology
corporations on sustainable practices of labour, citizenship and privacy?
Prompted by stolen elections, privacy activists, the rise of xenophobia,
and blatant data breaches, governments and courts are beginning to ask
fundamental questions of an industry that has undergone more than two
decades of rapid continuous growth and influence. Alongside the official
inquiries, there is a need for critical imagination – to consider the mythmaking of innovation narratives, the very materials of internet technology,
the dimensions of time and history at stake, and ungraspable systems on
a human scale.1 In short, there is a need for moving images and sculpture.
Consider Real World Harm, the third entry in artist duo Kennedy
Browne’s The Redaction Trilogy, completed in 2018.2 The smooth oval
shape of an Oculus virtual-reality headset is enlarged into a heavy black
floormat in the centre of a gallery, almost doubling as a substantial tabletop in a corporate boardroom. Two discreet arrangements face off across
the mat: on one end, Oculus headsets rest on a railing that is painted
to match their dull grey colour; and on the other, five standing speakers
gather in a manner suggesting a chorus. As you approach this installation,
you may or may not know that Oculus was designed by Palmer Luckey,
the American entrepreneur and founder of Anduril Industries, which
works in concert with US military forces to surveil the country’s southern
border with drones and virtual-reality technologies.3 You may or may not
know that Facebook owns Oculus (Luckey has not been an employee
since early 2017) and that by wearing the device you agree to adhere to
the laws of the State of California (excepting residents of Germany). You
agree to bring only individual small claims in dispute (no class action
lawsuits), and the movement of your eyes will be tracked and recorded.
You may or may not be excited at the prospect of wearing a visually and
sonically immersive device under these conditions.4

1 I have been fortunate to think with Kennedy Browne’s work alongside scholarship
and public events in critical technology studies at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, including the Unit for Criticism and Interpretive Theory’s Spring 2018 seminar,
‘Technocultural Futurisms: Code/Hack/Move’, and the Illinois Program for Research in the
Humanities conference ‘Humanities and the Arts in the Age of Big Data’ in October 2018.
2 The Redaction Trilogy and other bodies of work were included in my survey exhibition
Kennedy Browne: The Special Relationship at Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, on view from 4 October 2018 to 9 February 2019. My description
of Real World Harm in this essay pertains to this first iteration of the installation.
3 Steven Levy, ‘Inside Palmer Luckey’s Bid to Build a Border Wall’, Wired.com, 11 June
2018: https://www.wired.com/story/palmer-luckey-anduril-border-wall/; and Lee Fang,
‘Defense Tech Startup Founded by Trump’s Most Prominent Silicon Valley Supporters Wins
Secretive Military AI Contract’, The Intercept, 9 March 2019.
4 Kennedy Browne includes these specifics in Disclaimer (Real World Harm), a text affixed
to the front of the headset. The text is the artists’ redaction of the Oculus Terms of Service
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In Real World Harm, Kennedy Browne produced a 360-degree video
for the Oculus headsets. The grey railing provides balance and orientation
towards the black mat while you watch. In just under six minutes, a white
German-accented man named Glaucon carries the camera (and you) on
the end of a selfie stick in the small Irish town of Portarlington, first in
the middle of a traffic roundabout next to a clock, and then in front of
the main offices for the Irish Data Protection Commissioner (DPC). If you
turn your head, you can follow cyclists, cars and birds moving around
you as if you were there in real time. Real World Harm’s 360-degree video
is a lesson in privilege and invisibility. Glaucon, named for the character
in Plato’s Republic, provokes us to join him in a thought experiment. He
asks whether your actions would be moral if you were invisible to the
world but tracked by someone else who is always watching behind the
scenes. He relays that you gain invisibility either by wearing an imaginary
ring or by having an actual racialised (white) and gendered (male) body.
Glaucon expands his treatise to corporations, and the significance of the
video’s site becomes clear. The DPC in Ireland, from this Irish town of
just under 8,500 inhabitants, governs social media users’ rights in all of
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. Their remit encompasses 1.6 billion
users whose complaints, should they arise, would each come through this
office. The video is a clear reference to Max Schrems, the Austrian lawyer and privacy activist known for his campaigns against multinational
tech corporations in violation of EU privacy laws when they transferred
personal data to the US National Security Agency as part of the PRISM
programme, revealed by Edward Snowden in 2013.5
Significantly, Ireland has grown into a major hub for multinational corporations, and the resulting political and cultural context undergirds all
of Kennedy Browne’s work.6 A creative entity of Irish visual artists Gareth
Kennedy and Sarah Browne, their lives track to the most consequential
neoliberal governments in the twentieth century, when Margaret Thatcher
and Ronald Reagan each took office (the artists were born in 1979 and
1981, respectively). Kennedy Browne’s collaboration, which functions
independently from the artists’ individual practices, dates to 2005 and
the early years of user-driven Web 2.0 (the founding of YouTube, Face-

and Privacy Policy, as active at the time of exhibiting the video. Each moving-image artwork
in The Redaction Trilogy is accompanied by a similar disclaimer, which indicates Kennedy
Browne’s shaping of the work and the terms of engagement for the viewer.
5 Hannah Kuchler, ‘Max Schrems: The Man Who Took on Facebook and Won’, Financial
Times, 4 April 2018: https://www.ft.com/content/86d1ce50-3799-11e8-8eee-e06bde01c544.
See also https://noyb.eu.
6 Pollyanna Rhee, ‘Between Boston and Berlin’, The Avery Review 40 (May 2019): http://
averyreview.com/issues/40/between-boston-and-berlin (accessed 17 July 2019).

book, Flickr and so on). These dates are substantial because they embed
Kennedy Browne’s work in world events and underscore the artworks’
temporal play as artefacts of twenty-first-century capitalism. The artists
offer a history of our present and contribute to what the anthropologist
Lucy Suchman has called ‘the project of relocating future-making’ by
decentring the most prominent sites, practices and faces of innovation.7
Glaucon is an archetype for the entrepreneur and world-is-your-oyster
internet user. Kennedy Browne’s Real World Harm places his figure into
an encounter with another labour force that has appeared with the rise
of social media corporations. Across the Oculus-shaped black mat are the
voices of five former content moderators, all low-wage contract employees with companies including Facebook, Myspace and Whisper.8 Each of
their voices emits from a single standing speaker. Charged with flagging
harmful content, these workers, whose profiles are becoming more public
due to a handful of whistle-blowers and solid reporting, are more likely to
be multilingual, people of colour, and without workplace support for the
traumatising requirements of the job.9 In the sound installation, the interview subjects describe their experiences doing this kind of internet work.
Topics range from the duration they were able to stomach the job (‘the
average person would probably last less than a year’), assured knowledge
of their expendability, the extended toll that comes from allowing hate
speech to remain online, and the shocked reactions of friends and family
members once they shared what they were required to see (‘You were
doing this for one dollar?’). Listening to their work conditions, and the
images they describe, is jarring and upsetting – too much reality in response
to Glaucon’s question, ‘Can there be such a thing as a harmless pleasure?’
‘Real-world harm’ is an industry term for risk in the offline world
that social media corporations mitigate through policies described in their
community standards.10 Encountering Kennedy Browne’s artwork forces
our thinking on the ethics of looking and the responsibilities of collective
citizenship in societies where the internet is so prominent. Kennedy
Browne’s formal decisions also reframe our perspective. In Real World

7 Lucy Suchman, ‘Anthropological Relocations and the Limits of Design’, Annual Review
of Anthropology 40 (2011): 2.
8 Conversation with the author (13 July 2018). The workers’ companies are not identified
in Real World Harm.
9 Olivia Solon, ‘Revealed: Facebook Exposed Identities of Moderators to Suspected
Terrorists’, The Guardian, 16 June 2017: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/
jun/16/facebook-moderators-identity-exposed-terrorist-groups; and Casey Newton, ‘Bodies
in Seats’, The Verge, 19 June 2019: https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/19/18681845/facebookmoderator-interviews-video-trauma-ptsd-cognizant-tampa.
10 For one good example, see https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/
introduction.
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Harm, an inviting sculptural arena embraces all users, with speakers
arranged to relate to the scale of the body. The installation turns us away
from a neoliberal emphasis on individual responsibility. This work resounds with other recent examples in contemporary art that interrogate
labour, data and vision (Andrew Norman Wilson’s Workers Leaving
the Googleplex from 2011 and Thomson & Craighead’s A Short Film
about War from 2009), and that wage active interference in social media
(Lauren McCarthy’s intimate performances as your in-home Amazon
Alexa and Ben Grosser’s data-switching browser extensions for Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook).
Kennedy Browne’s subtle play of majoritarian and minoritarian
positions asks who becomes legendary and whose lives are most adversely affected by the cultures of digital industry. This aspect of their
work connects with the previous instalments in The Redaction Trilogy.11
The Myth of the Many in the One and The Wonder Years from 2012 and
2013 distil the boyhood biographies of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs Bob
Noyce, Paul Allen, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg,
Steve Wozniak, Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard into a single script for a
video and a selection of artefacts from their lives (e.g. a rocking-horse,
a pipe bomb, a biography of Napoleon, and the LIFE Magazine issue
from 12 July 1968 covering the Biafran War in Nigeria). How Capital
Moves from 2010 renders in video projection six avatars the artists
constructed after reading a Dell employee online discussion forum.
Their text is performed by one Polish actor wearing six different types
of pyjamas, a reference to a company call centre lay-off in Roseburg,
Oregon, on a workday designated (absurdly as corporate camaraderie)
for employees to wear pyjamas.
Kennedy Browne understands redaction as a process of working.
More than making occasional texts with marked omissions, the artists
draw from banal and often analogue business materials to offer a bigger
picture of common patterns and narratives of global capital, always
illuminating connections and discerning artistic forms. A Styrofoam
pedestal in How Capital Moves comes from a packaging supplier for the
now-shuttered Dell factory in Limerick; in Real World Harm, a brief
text on the front of the headset is extracted from the extensive Oculus
terms of service (Glaucon asks you to review this at the conclusion of
the video); and Max Schrems’ Retrieved Facebook Data is a stack of 811

11 These works are documented extensively in Kennedy Browne’s artist publications
How Capital Moves (cottagelab, 2011) and The Myth of the Many in the One (cottagelab,
2013). See also Alice Lyons (ed.), Kennedy Browne: IrelandVenice (Carrick-on-Shannon:
The Dock, 2009).

pages that Schrems successfully obtained from the company before any
other users were able to (and which he made available online and expressly
for Kennedy Browne to exhibit). When the writer Joshua Craze analyses
the effects of political and military redactions, he acknowledges their
appeal to fantasy. Craze describes redacted textual omissions as ‘visible
invisibles’, after Donald Rumsfeld’s war tactics, because ‘they gesture…
at the borders of the visible, and give one a momentary vision, within
the redacted documents, of an invisible space that signals the limits of
legitimated knowledge’.12 Produced amid the fall-out of the Cambridge
Analytica scandal, Kennedy Browne’s Real World Harm lingers in the
redacted spaces of what we know but can’t quite see and maybe don’t want
to realise. Their attention to producing new perspectives on technology
and recent history goes beyond simply uncovering the truth – always a
complicated proposition – and invites you to step onto the mat.13

12 Joshua Craze, ‘Excerpts from a Grammar of Redaction’, in Dissonant Archives:
Contemporary Visual Culture and Contested Narratives in the Middle East, ed. Anthony
Downey (London: I. B. Tauris, 2015): 390.
13 Thanks to Kevin Hamilton for signalling Kennedy Browne’s emphasis on production.
For the exhibition at the Hugh Lane Gallery in 2019, Kennedy Browne is staging a series of
talks and workshops called Digital Self-Defence on the mat.
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How
Capital
Moves

(previous page)
Disclaimer (How Capital Moves), 2010
Text, dimensions variable. Installation
view at Limerick City Gallery of Art,
Istabraq Hall, at the solo exhibition
How Capital Moves, curated by Annette
Moloney, 2011. Architectural intervention
by Donoghue Corbett Architects. Photo:
Deirdre Power
(below)
Roseburg Mugs, 2011
Pair of internet-ordered mugs from
an Oregon newspaper with digitally
transferred images of ‘The Company’s’
call centre, and Pajama day redundancy
at Roseburg, Oregon, on August 2nd
2007. Displayed on a Styrofoam plinth
manufactured in Limerick. Installation
view at Limerick City Gallery of Art,
Istabraq Hall. Photo: Deirdre Power
(opposite and following pages)
Values in Action, 2011
Pair of used boarding passes and pair
of digital photographic prints,
documenting the artists’ travel on the
last flight from Shannon to Łódź on
25 March, 2010. Dimensions variable

How Capital Moves, 2010
2-channel HD video installation with
portrait-format projection (Polish
language) and monitor (English subtitles).
26 minutes.
Stills of the six characters: FamilyGuy;
InTheKnow; BitterEnema; CallCenterGuy;
believed_in_company; bluesky

How Capital Moves, 2010
Installation views at Limerick City Gallery
of Art, Istabraq Hall. Photo: Deirdre
Power

How Capital Moves, 2010
Installation view at former Łódź
Philharmonic Hall, Łódź Biennale, 2010
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The Myth
of the
Many in
the One /

The
Wonder
Years

DISCLAIMER
This work is a redaction of selected biographical works.
The actor in this work does not portray any one character.
He is an avatar, the virtual incarnation of a paradigm.

Disclaimer (The Myth of the Many in
the One), 2012
Text, dimensions variable (introduction
credits to video)

The Myth of the Many in the One, 2012
Stills from single-channel HD video,
English language, 19 minutes

The Myth of the Many in the One, 2012
Single-channel HD video, English
language, 19 minutes

The Myth of the Many in the One, 2012
Single-channel HD video, 19 minutes
and The Wonder Years, 2013
Series of eight reconstructed boyhood
artefacts from the founders referenced
in the video, with accompanying text
labels. Collection of the Arts Council/
An Comhairle Ealaíon
Installation view of the solo exhibition
The Myth of the Many in the One at
Wilfried Lentz Gallery, Rotterdam, 2013

The Wonder Years, 2013
Four of the eight reconstructed
boyhood artefacts from the founders
referenced in The Myth of the Many
in the One:

The LIFE Magazine (1968-SJ);
The Napoleon Biographies (1962-BG);
The Carbon Microphone (1966-SJ);
The Rocking-Horse (1956-BG)
Collection of the Arts Council/
An Comhairle Ealaíon

The Wonder Years, 2013
Installation view at Silence. Darkness,
curated by Anneli Porri at Tallinn
Kunstihoone, 2016
Photo: Karel Koplimets
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Real World
Harm

(previous page)
Disclaimer (Real World Harm), 2018
Text, dimensions variable. Adapted from
Oculus Go terms of service & privacy
policy active at the time of use. This
version printed on Oculus Go headset
as part of the solo exhibition The Special
Relationship at Krannert Art Museum,
2018
(this and following spread)
Real World Harm, 2018
360-degree HD video for Oculus
(5 minutes 47 seconds) and 5.1 surround
sound installation (18 minutes 30
seconds)
Stills from 360-degree video

(opposite)
Real World Harm, 2018
Installation in use as part of the solo
exhibition The Special Relationship at
Krannert Art Museum, 2018
Photo: Della Perrone

(above)
Max Schrems’ Retrieved Facebook Data,
2018
811 printed A4 pages with Californian
obsidian. With thanks to Max Schrems
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US Patent 10,038,966 B1. July 31,
2018. Head-related transfer function
personalization based on captured
images of user

Real World Harm (Act I)
The action below plays out as a 360-degree video on an Oculus headset in
the gallery. The headsets have a vinyl ‘Disclaimer’ and a body of small type
applied to their exterior. They are placed at the edge of a large, black, oval
mat, with a railing structure that viewers can grip onto to ensure balance.
Close by, five speakers play the audio of Act II simultaneously, to be listened
to separately. The viewer becomes something of an actor in the gallery when
they wear the headset to watch the video.

Think about that for a moment (pause).
Imagine being able to do or go wherever you wanted, without fear
of any legal or social consequence. No police. Would you really resist
indulging your deepest desires, whatever they are? Things you’ve
never told anyone about. Going where you want; seeing what you
want; taking what you want; doing whatever you want. What would
you do, if you had the chance to wear this ring? (pause)
But there’s a catch to wearing the ring: when you wear it you are
invisible to other people, but there is another power somewhere else,
watching you. Every desire drops another cookie crumb: everything
you look at; everything you like; everywhere you go. Any attempt
to hide will in itself draw attention: this power is searching for the
people who aren’t searching.
This is the price of wearing the ring. You just can’t fully know what
that price is. Can there be such thing as a harmless pleasure?
Come with me—

The scene begins on a grey day in a town in the midlands of Ireland on a
nondescript traffic roundabout. There is a grain factory, apartments and shop
in the immediate vicinity. We meet GLAUCON, who delivers his monologue
directly to the camera he holds aloft on a selfie stick. GLAUCON is a tall, white
man with a Germanic accent. He is dressed business-casual and good-looking
in an unremarkable way that doesn’t draw any attention.
GLAUCON
Hello there. You can call me Glaucon. I have brought you here to
provoke you with a thought experiment.
Imagine you had a ring that would make you completely invisible.
Once wearing this ring, you can act and behave in the world just as
you like, with no accountability, no fear of reprisal.

US Patent 9,984,507 B2. May 29, 2018.
VR headset in accordance with an
embodiment. Eye-tracking using optical
flow
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He moves to cross the road, to a traffic island, then towards the shop, Spar.
The selfie stick is held aloft and before him, allowing us to look around
as we move. He pauses in place, when he has walked past the entrance of
Spar. Looks back to the roundabout.
The direction you face is not a casual thing. What is reachable is
determined by orientations we’ve already taken, what bodies we have
arrived with in the world.
(Starts to walk again) I look like a pretty normal guy in this place.
(gestures towards his body/this place)
I have the privilege of being mostly unnoticed. I don’t have to feel so
uncomfortable, exposed, visible, or different, when I take up space
in public. Like a TV test card, whiteness goes unseen. And I know
where to find things (arrives in front of an office, the Data Protection
Commissioner).
Here we are. So, we are in a small town in the middle of Ireland.
The capital city is that way (gestures). The headquarters of the
Social Media Corporation is located in the capital city. This is the
headquarters that governs use in Europe, the Middle East, Asia and
Africa – basically everywhere except North America. This ‘global
community’ has 1.6 billion regular users. The responsibility of the
corporation is expanding all the time. This is the power watching
when you are wearing the ring. It’s watching you even now.
I have set you a thought experiment asking: would your actions be
moral if they could not be seen?
Now consider this experiment for the corporation, rather than for
you, because under the law the corporation has certain rights to
personhood. That means a corporation is sometimes a legal person,
who enjoys some of the rights and responsibilities that are enjoyed
by ‘natural persons’ – that means – physical human beings like you
and me.

Would a corporation’s actions be moral if they could not be seen?
Would a corporation’s watching habits be moral if they could not be
seen?
This is the office of the Irish Data Protection Commissioner (gestures
to office façade). Because the headquarters of the Social Media
Corporation is located in this country, this office is responsible for
enforcing obligations upon data controllers and upholding the rights
of individual citizens: that is to say, organisations like the Social Media
Corporation and its hundreds of millions of users.
I first came here because I wanted to know and to see what data trail
I had left to be picked up, and to get it back. This office has called
my demands ‘frivolous and vexatious’. I disagree. It takes a lot of
patience to enforce your fundamental rights.
I wanted to bring you here today to see. If you haven’t already, you
need to read the terms of service on the headset you’re wearing.

US Patent 9,984,507 B2. May 29, 2018.
Eye-tracking for mitigating vergence and
accommodation conflicts
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US Patent 9,983,709 B2. May 29, 2018.
Eye-tracking using structured light

Real World Harm, 2018
Installation in use as part of the solo
exhibition The Special Relationship at
Krannert Art Museum, 2018
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Real World Harm (Act II)

all this quite grisly content off of a platform that many, many users
utilise, including minors.
RICKY (sighs)

A 5.1 surround sound installation plays in the gallery through five identical
speakers, arranged in a semi-circle on the edge of a large, black, oval mat.
The listener sits and faces the speakers. Each speaker plays the recorded
voice of one former content moderator (AMINE, RICKY, MICHAEL, SARAH,
BURCU).
Over a period of eighteen minutes, edited portions of conversations with the
moderators play through the speakers, forming the impression that they are
speaking to each other in the gallery space, although they have never met
and don’t know each other. Occasionally the recording quality of the internet
call is poor or crackly, highlighting a sense of their distance.
Their voices disclose a range of age and gender expression. Filipino, Turkish,
Moroccan, and a variety of American accents fill the room.
AMINE
When I get up in the morning, and go to my desk and start
moderating, I have to be ready to see whatever… and be ready to
see things, ah… I maybe never think I would see them.
RICKY
We’re the ones that saw the pictures first.
MICHAEL
The experience is really just, like, fulfilling, in some way, because
the main goal for me… It was not actually discussed during training,
but for me the main goal of our work, or our vision, was to keep the
community clean.
SARAH
In terms of the challenging aspects of content moderation, we did
see quite a bit of difficult content, but I would say in general, overall,
it was a very rewarding job. Umm… in the sense that we are keeping

BURCU
Because you really see that there is a need. That what you do is
meaningful. It’s important. It has to be done.
SARAH
I really felt that it was a role that required a nuance of analysis that,
um, even AI [artificial intelligence] programs probably couldn’t
replace.
RICKY
The average person would probably last less than a year.
MICHAEL
Every time that I am deleting posts, it gives me, like, a fulfilment in a
way that… like, no children, or no younger people will be able to see
these kinds of posts. So, I’m kind of protecting them.
SARAH
I was not an employee, I was a contractor – through a temp agency,
we call them.
AMINE
My family and friends were like me at first. I was happy working with
this company, they were kind of proud of me (laughs). Finally we
discovered that it’s not as good as it appears.
The voices follow each other quite rapidly when describing the varying
architecture of their workplaces:
RICKY
The building was a large, industrial building.
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SARAH
We worked in a large, warehouse-type building. There was no
carpeting –
RICKY
Umm…
AMINE
We never met, I never met my team leader, I never met my
colleagues.
RICKY
Just a big steel building. There was approximately –
SARAH
It was all open floors. There were no cubicles.
AMINE
I was working alone, from my home.
RICKY
Like I said, it was a steel industrial building, the ceiling was probably
15 feet high.
AMINE
I was at home, in my room.

her in such a way that it could be a sexual thing? And the order was,
if you’re in doubt, flag it and let it go up the line, to see if it did get
deleted.
AMINE
You actually have two kinds of decisions. The first one is to keep it.
The second decision is to escalate, we call that escalate the content.
MICHAEL
It’s not as easy as it looks like, because every day you got to deal with
different kinds of pictures. Some pictures are beheadings, some are
gore, some are sexual, really sexual in nature – nudity, or porn. How I
cope with that?
SARAH
Mhmm?
MICHAEL
Well, I am just being objective: this is my work, I need to finish it.
I shouldn’t be affected by the things that I can see here. Especially
now with some posts that may be really against my beliefs, right, I am
just being objective.
SARAH
Uhuh?

SARAH
It was one building of about twenty buildings. There were many,
many windows on the floor where we worked.

MICHAEL
If it’s something we need to delete, I delete that. If it’s something
we need to approve, no matter how I may be against that statement,
I need to approve it. Because that’s my work.

RICKY
The majority of photos that I went ahead and deleted, that were
questionable, were ones like, um. (slowly) Eh… a child under the age
of ten. In a somewhat sexual position, but not nude. And it would
be my call to decide, does that look appropriate, does it not… is it
just maybe a father holding his daughter on his lap, or is he holding

BURCU
In my previous job, I had to think, to write, to talk, to reflect,
whatever… to go to ask questions, but here… even though the
analysis you are supposed to do is very difficult, you are supposed
not to think too much. That’s what you are told in the training.

RICKY
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(sighs heavily)

RICKY
Maybe 15 feet high –

MICHAEL
It is stressful. And it’s kind of busy almost every day. You’ll never get
a chance to talk to your seatmate because you’re kind of busy
working on your own, right. The job itself is not that hard, but, you
know, it’s pretty loaded.
AMINE
I mean, even in a country like mine, four dollars a day is… nobody
works for four dollars a day. Nobody, even in a poor country like
where I come from.
BURCU
From the moment when you log in, you are part of the system,
your activities are followed. So you log in, you go into the queue,
and then that’s when the real work starts.
The voices follow each other rapidly when listing the numbers that quantify
their time and workrate, sometimes layering over each other:

AMINE
One dollar per hour.
MICHAEL
Almost 200, 200 posts.
SARAH
8am. 8000 per day.
BURCU
The second one, and then the next one.
AMINE
Four dollars per day.
SARAH
No more than 60 seconds per ticket –
RICKY

SARAH

Approximately 10,000 photos –

5pm to 6pm in the evening –
AMINE
MICHAEL

80 dollars a month.

In an hour, I think –
SARAH
You wouldn’t really spend more than five seconds –
RICKY
Close to 300 cubicles, we’re talking maybe 3 foot wide –
SARAH
8000 individual tickets –

SARAH
One quarter of a female nipple –
MICHAEL
To be honest, the training is really quick. It only lasted for three days.
For the first two days, they would just teach you about the guidelines
that you guys need to know, right. And they would just give you a
glimpse about the American culture.
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RICKY
There was a training programme that was, um, developed by the
social network. And it took approximately two days. We were
trained how to recognise the photos, what to look for. What we were
supposed to flag, things of that nature.
SARAH
So, it was quite specific. I would say also probably quite… American?
Graphic violence as I recall, when I was there, was typically not as
closely moderated. And, um, there was no moderation of text-based
content as I recall. So, fake news probably always slipped through the
cracks.
BURCU
We spent, mm, two weeks in theoretical training. We see some
content, indeed. It was intense, and very…
MICHAEL
Yes.
BURCU
… confusing. The first two weeks of the training proved to be the
most interesting period of my job experience.
AMINE
We never met, I never met my team leader. And I never met another
colleague.
BURCU
It’s the only time when we could really talk, and reflect… try to see
from different perspectives, try to understand… and you work as well
on mistakes, for instance.
RICKY
Once we went through the training, showing what to look for: nudity,
sexuality, violence, hate symbols, all of that… I’ve had quite a few

people who didn’t even finish that part of the training, because they
didn’t even want to be looking for stuff like that.
MICHAEL
Well, my co-workers, it’s really diverse. We do not have age limits.
I had a chance to work with older people, like as old as forty-five
years old. And I was able to work with people as young as eighteen.
And in terms of gender, it’s really diverse. We have transgender
moderators, we have straight… it’s really diverse.
AMINE
The surprise is when you see what is not seen by normal users of
social media. People think social media is a beautiful place, if you
know what I mean. When you can see funny things, when you can
see, ah, beautiful places in the world, beautiful views… Actually, when
you are a moderator, it’s completely different. You just see the ugliest
part of the world.
MICHAEL
You need to take an exam. If you pass the exam, you’ll start the next
day as a moderator already. If you do not, you failed the training.
RICKY
The majority of them would always miss something.
SARAH
So, during my whole time as a content moderator, this regulation bot
consistently produced results at 99 and 100% for me.
BURCU
You really have to really try to function yourself like a computer at the
end. To be able to be fast, efficient.
SARAH
They really wanted to be sure that we were not removing content that
might upset the user who posted it. If in doubt, leave it…
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RICKY
ahmm…
SARAH
… was the content moderation policy at large.
BURCU
Not to commit any mistake. Not to let your subjectivity influence you.
SARAH
If it was taking me longer than about 10 seconds [to decide], I would
leave it up.
AMINE
This is – was – absolutely not fair.
MICHAEL

SARAH
There were definitely a few times on the job that I saw, um, racial slurs
against… blacks, mm, Jews and gays. To me personally it seemed to
be hate speech, but I left it alone because we had that bot algorithm
watching us.
RICKY
The computer cannot recognise the difference between a child sitting
on a father’s lap, and a child sitting on an abuser’s lap.
SARAH
If that type of content counted as freedom of speech, then I left it up
because I didn’t want the bot saying essentially, ‘you got this wrong,
you removed something you shouldn’t have’.
RICKY
You just can’t teach a computer all of that.

And, that’s it.
AMINE
SARAH
(slowly) Hate speech was not supposed to be removed, at least when
I was there, which always interested me because, mm, this company
had had a reputation as I had known prior to working there that they
do take hate speech very seriously…
BURCU

The civil war in Syria was—
RICKY
There were some photos that even we couldn’t prepare for.
AMINE
Every day we had content coming from Syria—

Sure, sure, sure.
RICKY
SARAH
… but when I worked there, it was much more, mainly, about getting
the porn and the nudity off of the platform.
AMINE
And ah, I think really is exploitation. Eh, especially that people who
were hired to do this work are people coming from the Third World.
From Africa and from Asia. If you were European, you could not apply
to the job.

that…
SARAH
Social media users are sometimes quite…
RICKY
were, I mean…

BURCU
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Emmm.

MICHAEL
At some point if you are not mentally strong, right, you might be
affected. Or you, it might bring negative impact into your life.

AMINE
You see blood—
SARAH
I don’t want to use the term ‘stupid’, but I will. They are very stupid
in terms of what they can share on this very, very public platform.

RICKY
We help each other through things. After a shift some of us would get
together, go and have a few drinks, and, while we were out, we would
talk about some of the things that we had seen, how to cope with it,
things like this to help each other out. (slowly) There were a few days
that those drinking sessions ended up lasting several hours.

BURCU
Emmm.

BURCU
Mhmm?

AMINE
As a moderator coming from North Africa I could see…
RICKY
See the photo, flag it and then forget about it.
AMINE
Eh, when you, when you face the reality… Maybe the first, the
second, the third day it’s okay. You are just discovering new things,
but at one time it started to be, to be, to become… annoying. And,
I don’t know how to say it… start to become… horrible. And frightful.
MICHAEL
So when I say the work is pretty loaded, it’s because, the posts, you
know the item that we are moderating, it’s continuous, it’s indefinite,
right? We really cannot finish it. It is being used by millions of
Americans, or by millions of users. So it’s pretty loaded because
I need to focus so that I, eh, I won’t be able to miss anything.
RICKY
No, there was no support or anything from the company. Ah, that’s
basically the reason that we supported each other.

MICHAEL
After working there for, like, seven months, I just decided to, you
know, to just quit. Because I really could no longer take seeing
those kind of photos any more, because at some point it’s gonna be
affecting my life and my beliefs.
BURCU
Some people will react a bit strongly to what they will see. That
happens as well, just demonstrate disgust, disapproval, or just start
laughing.
SARAH
I personally wasn’t so impacted by what I saw. There were a couple of
cases of paedophilia that really disturbed me but…
BURCU
As I quit the job I was aware that I was affected, that I was impacted
by the content that I had to visualise. And that was, eh, very much
with me. That was the main reason why I decided to think, to write
about that.
RICKY
But, as I said, there are some pictures that no matter what happens,
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what psychological help you have, anything like that, there are some
photos that you will never get out of your mind. I don’t let them
bother me, or drag me down or make me depressed, but I still see
them. There are pictures that just cannot be wiped out of your mind.
AMINE
I remember one time, ah, I was in my room and my mother came, she
wanted to tell me something. She wanted to know, and to have an
idea of my work, and I showed her one, only one picture. One picture
of a content that I had to moderate, and she was, she was just, ah,
shocked. I showed her a picture of, ah, war and, em, human parts…
I, I remember it was a picture, ah, of Syria, of civil war in Syria. And
the picture showed, you know, the child parts, divided and blood and
things like that.
And I remember she immediately, she said, she told me to look for
another job. She was, like, you were working, you were doing this for
one dollar?

Real World Harm / Digital Self Defence,
2019
Black vinyl mat to be activated with
workshops, talks and presentations
Installation plan for the Hugh Lane Gallery
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Jessica Foley

Redactions for KB.
Morning Writing 22 to 25 July 2019

The sun is rising. Acid sits in my throat. I swallow. In this sleeplessly
warm July dawn I am looking up the word ‘tropical’, searching
for a déjà vu pattern to emerge. While I’m waiting for this pattern
to hum into words, I’m listening to poets online, searching out the
meaning and purpose of persona (a recent preoccupation). It’s six
thirty in the morning. Honey, I need some tea.

Specular1 on Persona, with redactions
I am a child, a twin, a daughter, a sister, a friend, a lover, a lost soul,
an adult, a relative, a peer, a woman, a mother,
I am a student, a teacher, a critic, a writer, an artist, a scholar, a catalyst,
an interrupter, a mediator,
Now, I am learning how to be a poet;
Billy Collins says you have to invent
your persona with ingredients too mysterious
to corral or lay out all ready and diced
for the cooking. Your persona is a character
you inhabit, a voice that is yours and no one
else’s, and you feel very comfortable with it,
you feel you own it.2
Most of us, he says, are too nice in our poetry –
we should let our raggedy selves loose, become
a transparent eyeball observing bodies and time.
Or more! Become a tongue in between desires,
lapping sex and work and humour back from
the Ha-Ha’s of romance colonialism.3
Anne Carson says that selves are crucial to writers,
that the self forms at the edge
of desire. She says that a science of self arises
in the struggle to escape the selves we form
there, on the edge of desire.4

Misery Hill (opposite the site of
Facebook European, Middle East and
African headquarters), Dublin, 2019.
Photo: Jessica Foley

Eileen Myles says social media and poetry
are one and the same, gusts of language
normalising your position – saying,
Welcome to my World, Here are the Terms:
poetry is what’s happening, a profane act of changing
the order of the sacred words. That’s what we must do.

What about that pattern? What about that want?
My poem, she says, is a statement of desire, my desire
to be included.5
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Now, I am learning how to be a poet,
I am a student, a teacher, a critic, a writer, an artist, a researcher,
a catalyst, an interrupter, a mediator,
I am a child, a twin, a daughter, a sister, a friend, a lover, a lost soul,
an adult, a relative, a peer, a woman, a mother.
I feel the pattern is tropical, stitched as it is in between the glassybox-buildings from the city centre to the port. I’d seen it first
online, in some search long ago. Not a search for ‘tropical’, but
something else I can’t recall. Then I’d seen it again, through the
linen mesh of a curtain, past my reflection in the glazing of a hotel
conference room. I’d been taking part in a workshop given by
some friends who’d wanted to explore an idea about privacy and
surveillance, personal agency and escape.

Redactions on Interfaces
The world knows us
by our faces.
Some of us
change colours
when the dangers are many
and the options few.
Some of us
have been forced
to adopt a face
that would pass.
These masks
we are compelled to wear
drive a wedge
between our intersubjective personhood
and the persona we present
to the world.

The world knows us
by our faces.
After years of wearing masks
we may become just a series of roles,
the constellated self
limping along
with its broken limbs.
In sewing terms,
‘interfacing’ means sewing a piece of material
between two pieces of fabric
to provide support and stability
to collar, cuff, yoke.
Between the masks
we’ve internalised
are our interfaces.
It is the place,
the interface,
between the masks
that provides the space
from which we can
thrust out and crack
the masks.6
Without the face,
no ethics.7

The workshop happened inside one of the carpeted groundfloor conference rooms of the hotel. After a short and chilling
presentation on digital privacy and the state, it involved about
ten of us improvising in front of a 360-degree camera on a large
elliptical black mat, according to different prompts relating to
objects and ideas coming from my friends’ research. I remember
responding to a Rubik’s Cube somehow.

Redactions on Improvisation and Invisibility
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There was something
committed in that move –
spontaneous, simple, lively –
It felt… real,8

Denial is a cardinal sin,
don’t be broadly dumb
just to get things going,15
Yes, And…
There is no sun inside the cave.16

9

Yes, And…

… and Scene.
Like a leader enslaving his fellow men;
or like a teacher freeing them
from their natural chains;
or like a newly found truth
about yourself –10
Yes, And…
It was vulnerable, without
an agenda,11
Yes, And…
When deciding how
we should go about
taking care of ourselves,
Yes, be brave
and make a decision,
take a stand,12
Yes, And…
Confirm
the information,
then add more:
the wax of the soul;13
a speech which speaks
to our feelings
rather than to our reason,14
Yes, And…

The workshop happened in a hotel along the Grand Canal Docks
on Misery Hill. It’s not really a hill. I think it’s a reference to the fact
that the land there is ‘made ground’. It has been ‘reclaimed’ from
the silt and sandy waters of the estuary, dredged and mounded up.
It doesn’t take much to be a hill in this city, and all the buildings in
this particular district are masked as peak attractions, for tourists
and workers. In the breaks I would go to the window for light,
which is when I saw the palm trees, which is when I saw the sand,
and thought ‘how… tropical?’ I went back there the other day to
actually stick my feet in the sand; to lean back and view the, nowornamental, chimney stack; to feel the full ordinariness of this
generation of progress.

Flamingos in Chimney Park, July 2019
I cannot capture the sky and the palms
and the tall red neck of the brick tower
in my phone screen.
I cannot capture their bodies squatting
on benches, elbows to knees, stooped over
in a palm-wards gaze past their own faces.
I cannot capture bees all over the lavender,
gulls calling out again and again, buildings
flapping in the noon heat.
I cannot capture that culture of men
strident in navy trousers
and white crisp shirts, long-necked
neat haired, snapping their faces to and fro
in walking talk around the edge
of Chimney Park, like Flamingos,
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performing a high-altitude mating parade,
and just as I notice all this, I spy
in the distance a larger-than-life Flamingo,
eyeballing me from a second-floor office window
in Facebook. Flamingos, I’ve read, have a fondness
for extremes – for high, caustic, lonely pockets of the tropics.
I cannot capture its reaching plastic gaze,
shaking through my phone screen,
down to the low sands and brave palm-trees
of Chimney Park. Once a colonial gasworks
of temperate disposition, the infrastructure transforms
as a tropical ha-ha in between transnational tech-companies.
I cannot capture these paradoxical playgrounds
of technology, limb-loosening, heart-melting, blood-chilling
conundrums, always reaching but never arriving, unequal
freedoms meeting in bittersweet interface
between the palms.

1 Martina Evans, Stinging Fly Summer School (2018): Writing Exercises. ‘The Specular is a form of
poem invented by Julia Copus. This is where the second half of the poem unfolds, mirror-like, from the
first, using the same lines but in reverse order.’
2 Billy Collins, Lesson 15: Finding your Voice: Creating a Persona, https://www.masterclass.com/
classes/billy-collins-teaches-reading-and-writing-poetry. Accessed 22 July 2019.
3 The ha-ha is a ditch-like feature found in landscape gardening, dating from at least the 1600s.
I read about it first in Rebecca Solnit’s book Wanderlust: A History of Walking (London: Granta Books,
2001).
4 Anne Carson, Eros the Bittersweet: An Essay (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, Princeton,
1986).
5 Eileen Myles, Poet in the Art World, https://frieze.com/media/eileen-myles-poet-art-world. Accessed
24 July 2019.
6 Gloria Anzaldúa, Making Face, Making Soul: Haciendo Caras – Creative and Critical Perspectives
by Feminists of Color (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1990: xv–xvi.)
7 Anne Carson, Lecture on the History of Skywriting, https://vimeo.com/323457062. Accessed 23
July 2019.
8 Will Hines, How to be the Greatest Improviser on Earth (New York: Pretty Great Publishing,
2016).
9 Neil Curran, Lower the Tone, http://www.lowerthetone.com. Accessed 22 July 2019.
10 Bernard Suzanne, The Ring of Gyges, https://www.plato-dialogues.org/tetra_4/republic/gyges.htm.
Accessed 22 July 2019.
11 Hines, op.cit.
12 Suzanne, op.cit.
13 Hines, op.cit.
14 Suzanne, op.cit.
15 Hines, op.cit.
16 Suzanne, op.cit.

Chimney Park (behind the site of
Facebook European, Middle East and
African headquarters), Dublin, 2019.
Photo: Jessica Foley
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